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Three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations of energetic electron generation and transport
with relativistic laser pulses in overdense plasmas
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The interaction of relativistic laser light with overdense plasmas is studied by three-dimensional particle-in-
cell simulations. Generation of layered current sheets and quasistatic magnetic fields is observed near the target
surface owing to anisotropic laser filamentation and Weibel instabilities. Later these current sheets tear into
filaments that partially merge with each other to form isolated magnetic channels penetrating into the dense
plasmas. It is found that fast electron energy flow is not only inside the magnetic channels but also it is widely
distributed outside the channels. This is possible because of electron anomalous diffusion across self-generated
magnetic fields. Consequently, the total hot electron current exceeds a few hundred kiloamperes and is much
larger than the Alfve´n current. Hence a considerable amount of energy flows towards the plasma core. Sig-
nificant heating of the bulk plasma electrons is also observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.046408 PACS number~s!: 52.38.2r, 52.35.Qz, 52.65.Kj, 52.65.Rr
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the advent of multiterawatt lasers capa
of producing focused laser intensities over 1019 W/cm2 and
driving electron motion into the relativistic regime, ha
opened up many new interesting fields of research suc
fast ignition for inertial fusion@1#, development of nove
high energy particle accelerators, short pulse x ray and n
tron sources, etc. In the fast ignitor scheme, the intense l
pulse propagates through a coronal plasma up to sev
times the critical density and delivers energy to relativis
particles; these highly energetic particles then transport
energy through the overdense plasma to the center of
compressed core and ignite the fuel there. Considerable
perimental and numerical simulation work has been done
the physics of intense laser pulse propagation and the a
eration of electrons and ions in high density plasmas. Ho
ever, the related problem of the propagation of intense e
tron bunches into the core, has not received as m
attention. It has only recently been realized that collect
phenomena play a crucial role in this energy transport. T
paper is devoted to a three-dimensional~3D! particle-in-cell
~PIC! simulations of these collective phenomena.

Typically, the electron currents generated near the vacu
plasma interface exceed the Alfve´n critical current@2#, which
should produce intense self-consistentB fields bending the
electron trajectories backwards and preventing their pene
tion into the overdense plasma. However, in a dense pla
important shielding effects arise and the high energy elec
current is neutralized by a cold electron return current. T
allows the high energy electrons to propagate unimpe
into the overdense plasma. However, this system is unst
to a relativistic electromagnetic two-stream instability~the
so-called Weibel instability@3#!, which breaks up the fas
electron current into filaments. 2D-PIC simulations have
ready shown the break up of fast electron beams into
ments guided by quasistatic magnetic fields@4,5#. The work
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of our group@6# and the more detailed work of Hondaet al.
@7# has shown that the current filaments are self-organize
a state in which each filament carries a net current less
the Alfvén limit. In this paper, we extend these works to t
three-dimensional case with the help of 3D particle simu
tion. It is found that shallower magnetic channels are form
in the overdense regions and that the total magnetic energ
much lower than the total electron energy. Furtherm
strong longitudinal electric fields are observed at the m
netic channel front and they play an important role in anom
lous stopping and heating of the bulk plasma electrons. A
it is found that the merging time is proportional to the wh
tler mode period and varies as the cubic power of the siz
the filament. The model of merging process is discussed

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
results of the 3D-PIC simulations and a detailed descript
of the magnetic channel formation and the electron ene
transport. The model of merging process is also discusse
the last part of Sec. II. Section III is devoted to the conc
sion of this paper.

II. 3D-PIC SIMULATION OF ENERGETIC ELECTRON
TRANSPORT IN OVERDENSE PLASMAS

A. Parameters of 3D-PIC simulations

Following are the simulation conditions. The targ
plasma is homogeneous, except for two longitudinal sh
boundaries, and its density is four times critical density (nc),
which corresponds to 4.431021 cm23 for laser wavelength
l51 mm. The plasma consists of fully ionized deutero
~ion mass is 3680me), and the initial electron and ion tem
peratures are set to 10 keV and zero, respectively. The
early polarized laser is irradiated from the left boundary. It
transversely uniform and longitudinally semi-infinite, whic
rises up in three laser cycles with a Gaussian profile. T
maximum of the normalized vector potential isa ~equivalent
to eA/mec

2)53.75, which corresponds to I 052
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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31019 W/cm2 approximately, and an amplitude of the osc
lating laser magnetic fieldB05400 MG. The transverse sys
tem size is 2.5l32.5l and the longitudinal length is 12l.
The plasma has a length 8l, and there are 2l vacuum re-
gions on both sides of the plasma. In this simulation,
coordinateX is longitudinal andY andZ are transverse.Y is
the laser polarization direction. Periodic boundary conditio
are applied in the transverse direction. We assume an abs
ing boundary for fields and a thermal reflection boundary
particles inX direction. The number of spatial grids and pa
ticles in the default parameter are 300364364 and 23107,
respectively. The simulation has been run on HitachiSR8000

using 4 GB main memory. Simulations with transversel
35l and with the high density 10nc have also been per
formed to check the periodic boundary effects on the scal
the filamentation.

B. Magnetic channel formation subsequent
to the Weibel instability

Figure 1 shows the structure of quasistatic magnetic fie
and the electromagnetic energy density at 6t after laser irra-
diation, wheret is one laser oscillation period. Frame~a!
shows^By& in theX-Z plane near the plasma surface~initial
at X52l); here^ & denotes time average over one laser

FIG. 1. Surface perturbation in early time stage. Longitudi
cut of transverse magnetic fields for^By(Bz)& in X-Z(Y) plane~a!
@~b!# @Y(Z)51.25l# at 8t; Isosurface of quasistatic magnetic field
^uBu&50.06B0 near laser irradiated surface at 16t as viewed from
the vacuum side~c! and from the target side~d!; Contour plot ofuBu
in the case ofne54nc(10nc) and transverse 5(2.5)l square att
516(12)t and at 2.7(1)l from the surface~e! @~f!#.
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riod. The maximum growth rate of Weibel instability appea
at a wave vector k such thatkc/vp;1 @6#. It is seen that
quasistatic magnetic fields with transverse scale length
the order of the local plasma skin depthl.2p3c/vp arise
near the surface. These fluctuations, which find signific
growth from noise within 10t, can be attributed to the faste
growing modes of the Weibel instability, the growth rate is
few percent of the plasma frequency@6#. Figure 1~b! shows
that similar structures are found in the^Bz& profile in the
X-Y plane. Thê Bz& fluctuations are relatively weaker tha
^By& fluctuations because the effective plasma temperatu
anisotropic, being higher along the polarization directi
~viz., Y direction! @6#. In addition to the Weibel instability of
electrons, the modulational and filamentation instabilities
the laser pulse develop in the meantime. Specifically,
filamentation instability is found to be stronger in the dire
tion perpendicular to the laser polarization direction. Th
arises from an anisotropic response of electrons to the tr
verse electric field as discussed by Nishiharaet al. @8#. As a
result, layered structures parallel to the laser polarization
rection are formed, producing energetic electron flows in
same patterns as the laser intensity. This leads to the for
tion of magnetic neutral sheets. Figure 1~c! shows the iso-
surface^B& at t516t as observed from the laser irradiatio
direction . It is seen that the front of the magnetic neut
sheets soon break up into electron jets through a tearing
merging process inY direction. Fig. 1~d! shows the same plo
as in Fig. 1~c! but as observed from the overdense plas
side. For small scale filament formation (kc/vp.0.7,vc
.0.2v0), the time scale of tearing in the electron fluid
found to be of the order of the whistler mode period@10#,
which is (vcc

2k2/vp
2)21;10/v0, wherevp , vc , andv0 are

plasma frequency, electron cyclotron frequency, and la
frequency, respectively. The magnetic fields increase dra
cally through the merging process after the tearing proc
We notice that longitudinal components forming quadrup
structures around the x points are also excited.

Figure 1~e! shows the quasistatic magnetic structure
16t in the case with transverse 5l35l. The number of fila-
ments is approximately the quadruple of those in Fig. 1~d!.
When the density is 10nc , both the time scale and the spati
scale are factorA4/10 as shown in Fig. 1~f!. The filament
density at 12t in 10nc plasma is about 1.5 times higher tha
that of the 4nc case at 16t. These results indicate that mag
netic field structures are determined by physics and not
simulation size effects or the periodic boundary condition

C. Shallower channel formation due to diffusive
current distribution

Soon thereafter these magnetic filaments merge with e
other into large scale filaments. The time scale of this me
ing process will be discussed later in Sec. II E. Figure
illustrates the build up of the coalescent filaments or ch
nels, penetrating stably into the overdense plasma att528t.
Figure 2~a! is the isosurfacê uBu&524 MG of the quasi-
static magnetic fields in the plasma region. Figs. 2~b! and~c!
are transverse cuts of the forward and backward elec
flows atX56l. Note that the forward electron flow is dom

l
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE-IN-CELL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046408
nant in the interior of the magnetic channels whereas,
return currents are dominant on the outside. This coa
structure is similar to that shown in Ref.@7#. But in 3D case,
the fast electron flow and the cold return flow are not se
rated clearly, namely, both the flows are found to be overl
ping in wide regions and the current is well neutralized.
the channels, ion motion becomes obvious only on ti
scalest.2p/vpi . Thus, it is noted that att;40t, about
20% of ions are evacuated from the channels by the elec

FIG. 2. ~Color! 3D structure of magnetic channels at 28t. ~a!
Isosurface of quasistatic magnetic fields^uBu&50.06B0; ~b! and~c!
Transverse cuts of the energy density for electrons moving in
forward and backward directions atX56l, respectively;~d! Trans-
verse cut of ion density at 40t and X54l. The longitudinalX-Y
cuts~at Z51.7l) of the channel indicated in frame~a! by an arrow
are for ~e! ^Bz /B0&, ~f! ^Ex /E0&, ~g! ^Ey /E0&, and ~h!
^(g21)ne /n0&, whereE0 (B0),n0 is the laser electric~magnetic!
field and the initial target density, respectively.
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static field @Fig. 2~d!# . We notice that the total energy o
quasistatic magnetic field in overdense plasmas is only a
percent of the total electron energy in our 3D simulatio
On the other hand, the total magnetic energy in 2D simu
tions by Hondaet al. @7# is comparable to the total electro
energy. The following is the reason why the magnetic fie
energy in 2D simulation is much higher than that of 3
simulation. In 3D simulation, the generated magnetic fi
near the surface of laser absorption are convected into o
dense plasmas where the magnetic field is not strongly
cited, while in 2D simulation, no convection loss of magne
field energy is expected. An important quantitative resul
that in the 3D simulations described here, the final struct
of the channels is much shallower with low plasma evac
tion and magnetic fields than those in the 2D simulations

Figure 2~e! displays the longitudinal cut at the center of
magnetic channel. It is noted that the maximum magne
fields of the channels is about 0.05B0 ~20 MG! and the radius
is ;0.5 mm, giving us an estimate of the current inside t
channel to be about 5 kA. This is confirmed in the curre
profile shown in Fig. 3. The overall current neutralization
the transverse space is perfectly achieved as shown in
3~a!. The total forward current~200 kA! is well neutralized
by the return current and the total net current is almost z
in the overdense plasma. The incoming current from the

e

FIG. 3. ~a! The longitudinal current profile integrated over th
transverse region att528t. ~b! The plot of the transverse curren
profile with the magnetic fieldBy at (X,Y)5(7.2l,0.8l) indicated
by the broken line in~a!.
8-3
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face reaches about 800 kA but the current is sharply drop
in a micron scale. This is because large numbers of hot e
trons are prevented from penetrating into the plasma reg
by the intense magnetic fields near the surface shown in
4~a!. In these magnetic fields, the larmor radius of a seve
hundreds keV electron is less than the channel rad
~0.5 mm! and hence, such electrons are stopped. The
electrons are also stopped by electric fields that hav
double layer structure at the surface (X;3l). This electro-
static potential jump is about 200 keV in the present simu
tion.

In Fig. 3~b! it is found that the net current is a few kilo
amperes inside the magnetic channel and this is much
than the Alfvén limit current @9# I A.17b0g0 kA530 kA,
here g0;2 from the simulation results. However, the fo
ward electron current in the channel~70 kA! exceeds the
Alfvén limit current significantly. Furthermore, both the fo
ward and return current is widely distributed in the tran
verse space, and they are not well separated, namely
current neutralization works well. This is very important a
very good feature to carry the fast electron energy into
plasma, means that although the net current inside a m
netic channel is small, the total hot electron current exce
a few hundred kiloamperes and is much larger than
Alfvén limit current.

As for mechanisms of the formation of a cold electr
distribution across magnetic field, there are a few poss
mechanisms under investigation. One of them is the cha
electron motion in return current. The orbit analysis indica
that backward electron motion is stochastic and indu
anomalous resistivity. More details are discussed in R
@11#.

Since there is time delay to neutralize current by c
electrons, the net current at the channel front is actu
larger than that behind. As a result, the magnetic field~about
0.085B0) is higher at the channel front. Therefore, the ele
tron flows are strongly pinched as shown in Figs. 2~e! and
~h!. Current and charge neutralization occurs in a time sc
of electron response, or in a longitudinal space ab
vh /vp.c/vp;0.5 mm, which is very close to the simula
tion result. Near the channel front, fast electrons excite la

FIG. 4. ~a! Time evolution of magnetic energy normalized b
B0

2; ~b! Net energy fluxW of electrons normalized by the laser pe
intensity I 0. Both are averaged inY andZ space.
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wakefieldlike electric fields, which accelerate electrons j
behind the front and decelerate electrons at the front of
channel. Namely, the inductive electric fields are generate
the channel front by]Bu /]t52]E' /]x1]Ex /]r . These
electric fields stop the fast electrons and heat the cold e
trons.

Another interesting feature is concerned with the penet
ing speed of the channel front. Figure 4~a! shows the time
evolution of the magnetic energy distributions, averaged
transverse space. One observes that the energy density o
quasistatic magnetic field is very small, less than 0.1%B0

2,
at the early linear stage beforet512t, whereB0 is the inci-
dent magnetic field. It increases very quickly aftert516t
when the current sheets start to break up into filaments@Figs.
1~e! and~f!#. At t520t strongB fields with a peak amplitude
about 70% (.280 MG) of B0 are found atX53l.

When the magnetic field channels penetrate into the de
plasmas, the magnetic fields become weaker. The ave
magnetic fields are the order of 20 MG. The propagat
speed of the front of magnetic channel is aboutVc50.4c.
After running the code with the different laser intensity, w
find that the speed of the channel front scales with the in
dent laser intensity likeI 1/2, see Fig. 5. The channel fron
propagates as an electron magneto-hydrodynamic~EMHD!
vortex with a speed given by@12#

Vc

c
5

1

4penh

]Bu

]r
.

vc

v0

1

k0Rc

nc

nh
, ~1!

following the Ampere’s law, wherenh is the hot electron
density at channel front,k0 the wave number of the lase
light and Rc the channel radius. Here we assume that
thermal pressure balances approximately between the
and cold electrons at the channel boundary, i.e.,nhTh
5ncoldTc . In the simulation Rc50.3l, Th /mc2.2,
Tc /mc2.0.2, ncold.4nc , andvc.0.3v0, then one obtains
nh.0.4nc andVc.0.4c, which is very close to the observa
tion. SinceTh}I 1/2 according to simulations@13#, one finds
Vc scales likeTh , namely, by the square root of laser inte
sity, which agrees with our observation, ifvc /Tc weakly
depends onI.

FIG. 5. The speed of the channel front versus the laser am
tude.
8-4
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D. Electron energy transport

The electron energy transport and deposition in overde
plasmas can be examined more explicitly by looking in
spatial distribution of electron energy flux. Figure 4~b! is a
longitudinal distribution of the net electron energy flux~av-
eraged in a transverse section! at t520t and 28t. Through-
out the simulation about 31.5% of the incident energy
absorbed at the plasma vacuum interface. Furthermore, a
20% of incident energy flux or 60% of absorbed ener
passes through to the end of the channel at 28t as shown in
Fig. 4~b!. The thin line is the energy flux at center of th
channel@indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2~a!#. It drops sharply
aroundX.3l due to intense magnetic field generation
discussed above, and then decreases gradually toward
channel front. It may be noted that a small number of el
trons is decelerated inside the channel whereas, a cons
ably large number is stopped at the channel front by
longitudinal electric fields. The bulk plasma energyE in-
creases with time according to the flux conservation l
]E/]t1dW/dx50, whereW is the total energy flux. We can
estimate from the gradient of the total flux that the heat
rate is about]Te /]t;403(nc /ne) keV/fs. To see the en
ergy deposition in the overdense plasma in more detail,
divide the simulated plasma region into five layers longi
dinally. Each layer has a thickness of 1.6l and they are la-
beled with A, B, C, D, and E at the rear sides of the laye
respectively. The electron energy distributions att528t on
the boundaries of each layer are shown in Fig. 6, inserte
the figure is the electron energy in each layer at that time
appears that intense magnetic fields strongly block the p
etration of fast electrons at the surface and at the cha
front whereas, in the interior of the magnetic channels,
penetration of fast electrons is impeded by collective p
cesses which convert fast electron kinetic energy into b
electron heating. Thus, the region E is heated up to abou
keV from the initial plasma temperature in a few femtose
onds after the channel front arrival.

E. Discussion on merging process of filament

To investigate the process of merging of current chann
over a long time period, we have performed a simulat
with a long scale plasma~now three times longer than th
case of Fig. 2!. The filaments now continuously merge an

FIG. 6. Energy distributions of electrons in each layer at
528t. Inserted is the total electron energy in each layer.
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disappear. We show snapshots of the current channel s
ture at 48t in Figs. 7~a! and ~b!. Eventually, only one fila-
ment survives and continuously penetrates into the overde
plasma with almost constant velocityVc;0.4c as discussed
in Sec. II C. This section, we discuss the time scale of
merging process using incompressible electron fluid mod

Figures 8~a! and ~b! illustrate the merging of two fila-
ments each with areas. As the two filaments approach eac
other with velocityu, the incompressibility of the electron
fluid causes the electron flow inside the channel to be pus
aside with a velocity of orderu. Consequently, longitudina
magnetic fields with a quadrupole structure are excited. F
ure 8~c! shows an example of the generation of longitudin
magnetic fields in a 3D-PIC simulation of the merging pr
cess. Similar quadrupole structures have been reporte
Ref. @14#.

The Ampere’s law,2]Bx /]y5m0 j z and definition j z
[2eneu, we get an expression for the merging velocityu as

u.
2b

As

c2

vp
2

vc , ~2!

where we have replaceduBxu by buBuu ~with b, the ratio of
the maximum longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields
order 0.3 in the simulations! and taken]/]y;2/As. Merging
time is then approximately given by

tM.
As

u
5S 2b

c2

vp
2

vcD 21

s. ~3!

We find that the merging period is proportional to the wh
tler mode period just as in the tearing times cale problem
Sec. II B.

The current is likely to remain constant during the me
ing process, we may writevc5vc,0 /As/s0, where the sub-
script 0 refers to the parameters of the initial filament. Th
the merging period is proportional to the cubic ofAs,

FIG. 7. Isosurface of quasistatic magnetic fields at 48t. The plot
level is same as that in Fig. 2~a!, ^uBu&50.06B0.
8-5
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tM5a~s!3/2. ~4!

This means that the small scale filaments merge rapi
while the large filaments merge more slowly and they
more stable.

FIG. 8. ~Color! The incompressible fluid model of merging pro
cess~a! and ~b!. The dense plot in~c! is the azimuthal magnetic
fields and the contour lines indicate the longitudinal magnetic fie
which appear through the merging process. Plot in~c! is observed at
t528t and X50.8l inside the overdense plasma. The maximu
longitudinal field is about 30% of the azimuthal field.
04640
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tM is the time taken for the number of filaments to d
crease by a factor of 2, we may write a time evolution eq
tion for the number of merging filaments as

dN

dt
[2

ln 2

tM
N, ~5!

number of filaments is also defined asS[s, whereS is area
of the simulation (2.5mm square!. Using Eq.~4! and the
definition of N, Eq. ~5! can give

N~ t !5
N0

H 11
3 ln 2~ t2t0!N0

3/2

2aS3/2 J 2/3. ~6!

Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the number in the sim
lation ~filled circle! and Eq.~6! ~solid line!. N(t) is plotted
using N0516 anda was obtained fitting with the first two
points t512 and 16 in the simulation. Number of filamen
in the simulation agrees well with Eq.~6!.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the formation and time evolution of qua
static magnetic channels during the interaction of an ultra
tense laser with an overdense plasma has been demons
for the first time using a 3D-PIC simulation. It is found th
the electron energy transport is inhibited near the irradia
surface due to intense quasistatic magnetic fields and do
layerlike E field generated on the surface. However, vario
collective effects form stable magnetic channels in overde
plasmas, and these channels sustain high flux of fast elec
which is much larger than the Alfve´n limit current. Namely,
the fast electron current is effectively neutralized by a ret
current of cold electrons everywhere in the dense plas
These features are quite different from the previous 2D sim
lations and are first demonstrated by 3D-PIC simulations
this paper.

The propagation speed of magnetic channel front

s,

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the number and size of filaments. T
simulation results are plotted with filled circles and the solid line
the prospect by Eq.~6!. The blank squares indicate the size of t
filaments in the simulation.
8-6
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slower than the speed of fast electrons and can be expla
by an EMHD vortex propagation model. Inside the magne
channels the MeV electrons are stopped via collective p
cesses in several micrometers and the background plasm
heated up to hundred keV in several tens of laser period

The merging period is found to be proportional to t
whistler mode period and also cubic of the filament size. T
model agrees well with what we observed in the 3D-P
simulations.
a
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